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Monitor with Confidence










Welcome to SpotSee
Global leader in condition indicators and monitoring solutions







SpotSee monitors and  indicators are designed to spot changes in environmental condition, so you can identify damage throughout the supply chain. Even the smallest changes in temperature, shock, tilt, location, humidity, and light sensitivity can make a big difference in shipping valuable products. By tracking these small details, we help our customers ensure that whatever is being transported – from life-saving medicine and therapeutics to sensitive cargo – arrives safely and in the best possible condition.

SpotSee’s products are widely used in various industries, including pharmaceuticals, diagnostics food and beverage, electronics, manufacturing, and logistics. Use SpotSee and deliver with confidence.



















 
Slide
SpotSee products help track your shipment’s tilt, shock, temperature, humidity and environmental conditions.


SpotSee products help track your shipment’s tilt, shock, temperature, humidity and environmental conditions.


Contact our team today to develop a solution that works for your project.




CONTACT US








 























Industries We Serve













Life Science
Pallet-to-patient solutions for pharmacies, diagnostics, hospitals, labs, and blood banks, to ensure efficacy, safety and quality.


$






Aerospace
Aerospace components, built for safe flight, are vulnerable during transport. SpotSee solutions help reduce they face damage from unexpected impacts.



$






Automotive
In the automotive industry, a smart supply chain is an extension of smart factories. Early damage detection ensures defect-free productions.


$






Supply Chain
SpotSee solutions and products help save 40-60% of damage along the supply chain. See how our solutions can help you reduce costs.


$












Solutions











Thermax® Indicators Helps Rail Car Owners Prevent Bearings and Other Components from Overheating 

Read More















SpotSee products help track your shipment’s tilt, shock, temperature, humidity and environmental conditions.

Read more















Laboratory Testing Solution for Improved Accuracy and Efficiency
Our laboratory testing solution provides a comprehensive and integrated platform for all of your testing needs. We offer a wide range of testing services, including:

	Clinical testing
	Pharmaceutical testing
	Research testing



Read more






















FEATURED PRODUCTS










WarmMark
Comprehensive Solutions for pharmacies, diagnostics, hospitals, labs, blood banks and specimen transport. With a broad line-up of temperature ranges, and the ability to arm the indicator in the field, WarmMark is a best-in-class product that will help you deliver with confidence.


$






MaxiLog Alert -80°C
The best-in-class data logger for extreme cold transport, the Maxilog Alert combines robust temperature monitoring with simple data retrieval via built-in USB interface with direct download to software.



$






ShockLog
The ShockLog devices monitors and records impact and environmental conditions experienced by sensitive equipment, whether in use, transit, or storage – detecting seismic-level g-force. The device alerts you when damage may have occurred, so you can respond promptly.



$






ColdChain Complete
The most cost-effective  solution to monitor temperature 2-8°C requirements in one product. This is a single-use visual indicator that provide accurate, irreversible evidence of a temperature excursion created to help our customers monitor for cold and hot temperature excursions


$












Product Categories




SpotSee offers a wide range of monitoring devices, including temperature, impact, tilt, vibration, humidity, light and liquid , which can be connected via visual, RFID, QR code, 2D code, cellular, satellite, or wireless connections.
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 TEMPERATURE
 
Prevent, monitor and record temperature threshold excursions and events - especially in the cold chain.
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 IMPACT
 
Prevent, detect and record impacts in order to understand damage during shipping.
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 TILT
 
Prevent and detect if tilt has occurred during shipping or storage of sensitive products or machinery.
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 DATA LOGGERS
 
SpotSee now offers a full range of Data Loggers, including the market-leading probeless data loggers.
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 COLD CHAIN
 
The simplest way, most cost-effective way to monitor your shipment's cold chain integrity
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Mitigate the Risk – Safeguard Your Energy Infrastructure During Transport


Get the detailed transport insights you need to prevent damage and improve the bottom line Key Takeaways: You take a risk every time you ship power-generation components. Built with narrow tolerances, they require sensitive handling to avoid damage. Preserving product...
 

Read More
 













SpotSee Branding and Product Updates – March 2024


If you've been keeping an eye on SpotSee lately, you might have noticed a few changes happening. We are excited to share some updates on our branding and product lineup that we think you'll find interesting. A Fresh Look for SpotSee First things first – we've given...
 

Read More
 













How Safe is Your Blood Bag Supply? How to Monitor Blood Bags in Hospitals


More than safety is at stake. Stay compliant and reduce waste with HemoTemp II. Key Takeaways: U.S. blood supplies are at an all-time low. Improper storage leads to 200,000 to one million wasted units annually, costing up to $230 million. Patient safety is at risk –...
 

Read More
 













SpotBot® 4G Plus Impact: Analyzing the Ripple Effects of Impact Damage


How to Tackle Impact Damage Key Takeaways:  Learn what causes impact damage. How SpotBot 4G Plus technology and functionality help prevent damage.  Tips for using monitoring data to analyze the effects of impact.    Businesses that ship products need effective...
 

Read More
 













Unraveling the Roots of Product Damage in the Supply Chain: A Comprehensive Guide


Key Takeaways:  What are the common causes of product damage? Best practices for monitoring product journeys to prevent damage.  Strategies for supply chain continuous improvement.  Emerging technology applications for improving the supply chain.  Product Damage Risk...
 

Read More
 













Delving into Precision: Deep Dive of Temperature Monitoring with Data Loggers


Achieve Accuracy and Compliance with Data Loggers Key Takeaways:  How to achieve temperature monitoring accuracy and compliance with data loggers. What are data loggers, and how do they work? Discover the benefits of using data loggers for monitoring shipments.  Learn...
 

Read More
 













Navigating Temperature Sensitivity: Effects of Temperature Change on Biologic Drugs


How Do Temperature Changes Affect the Stability of Biologic Drugs? Let’s Find Out. Key Takeaways:  Why are biologic drugs so sensitive to temperature and impact? What is the impact of temperature fluctuations on biologic drugs? How can temperature be controlled and...
 

Read More
 













Understanding Distinctions in FMD (EU) and DSCSA (US) Regulations


Navigating the Differences and Current State of the FMD and DSCSA  Key Takeaways:  Comprehensive explanations of FMD and the DSCSA How do FMD and DSCSA compare? Find out what FMD and DSCSA have in common and how they differ.    Regulatory compliance laws for the FMD...
 

Read More
 













Navigating the Future Innovations of Cold Chain Compliance


Cold Chain Technology and Compliance: Insights for the Future.  Key Takeaways:  What are the recent technological advancements in cold chain monitoring? Cold chain regulatory compliance changes and their impact on operations. Importance of proactive planning for cold...
 

Read More
 













Protecting Flu Vaccines Using WarmMark® Time-Temperature Indicators


Flu vaccines are temperature sensitive biologics that require precise cold chain management to maintain efficacy. Explore how to enhance flu vaccine monitoring, regulatory compliance, distribution safety, and more. Key takeaways: Precise cold chain management is vital...
 

Read More
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FreezeSafe: Low-Cost Simple Indicator for Life Science Application 


Safeguarding Pharmaceutical Integrity: How FreezeSafe from SpotSee Ensures Vital Temperature Control  In the world of pharmaceuticals, maintaining temperature control is paramount to preserving the efficacy and safety of various products. Certain pharmaceuticals, such...


read more
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Thermax® Condition Indicators Help Rail Car Owners Prevent Bearing and Other Overheating Problems 


Cold chain logistics is the larger system and equipment used to safely transport goods that are temperature sensitive. Think of the cold supply chain as consistent and uninterrupted temperature control throughout the entire supply chain network.


read more
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Cold Chain Temperature Indicators to Support Safe Pharmaceutical Delivery 


Cold chain logistics is the larger system and equipment used to safely transport goods that are temperature sensitive. Think of the cold supply chain as consistent and uninterrupted temperature control throughout the entire supply chain network.


read more
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ANGELA KERR, Vice President, Customer & Channel Support 


Angela joined SpotSee in 2006 and is currently Vice President, Product Management. In this role, she focuses on building our existing business and developing the next generation of cloud-based temperature products that help our customers cost effectively track their products around the globe. Prior to joining SpotSee, Angela held positions in field engineering support management and sales for Hewlett-Packard/Agilent. She started her career as an engineer with Lockheed Engineering at Johnson Space Center. Angela has a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering from Texas Tech University.




 







Paid Time Off 
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Spotsee provides flexibility to manage your time off benefits by providing a set number of hours each year employees can use for any reason: vacation/personal time, sick days, funeral or bereavement.












Wellness-Programs 
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Wellness discount

Free health resources

ShockWatch also offers insurance options to support employees in times of injury, illness, critical illness, or death

Short- and long-term disability

Life insurance

Accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D)












Tax-Advantaged Savings/Spendings Benefits 
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Health savings account

Health care spending account

Dental and vision spending account

Dependent daycare spending account












Health Care Benefits 
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Medical

Dental

Vision












Health & Wellness 
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ShockWatch offers employees comprehensive medical, dental, pharmacy and vision coverage, along with health spending accounts and flexible spending account options.












Compensation & Financial 
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Matched 401(k): ShockWatch offers a matched 401(k) plan to help employees save for their retirement. Contribution options include both pre- and post-tax and employees are eligible to participate on their first day at ShockWatch. The ShockWatch matching contribution is 100% of the first 3% contributed by the employee and 50% on the next 3% contributed.



















































